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1. Consider the Cauchy problem 
g = Lu = 2 G,(x) Dau 
lul<m 
(1) 
in which 
We look for a useful necessary condition in order that the problem be 
well-posed. This requirement we interpret in a strict sense: (1) is well-posed 
when the (closed, densely defined) operator L generates a C,, semigroup 
etL in the space L, . 
It is natural to ask whether if (1) . is well-posed, the same must be true of 
the local constant-coefficient problems 
2 = r, G,(x,) Dw. 
IUlfrn 
A simple example, of the sort suggested by Kreiss [I], dispels this possibility. 
Let 
At x0 = 0, the local equation is 
(2) 
1 This research was supported at M.I.T. by the Office of Naval Research and at 
N.Y.U. by the Atomic Energy Commission. 
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which is far from well-posed. The adjoint of L, however, is 
L*u= -i(-L(sinX(-zjjj = -LX 
Thus L* = -L, and etL is actually a CO semigroup of unitary operators; 
the solution satisfies 
II 44 II = II uo II * 
Since the difficulty in (3) arises from the lower-order term in L, one asks 
whether at least the pvincipal part at x0 
P(xo) = 2 G&o) De 
la /=m 
must be a generator. In the previous example 
P(xo) = i sin x0 g = - P*(x,) 
and in fact etPtso) is again unitary. 
Assuming G, continuous for 1 a: 1 = m > 1 and bounded on compact sets 
for 1 01 1 < m, we shall prove that this result is typical. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose au/at = Lu is well-posed over L, , so that for some 
constants M and m, 11 etL 11 < Meat for t > 0. Then for any x0 , au/at = P(xo) u 
is also well-posed, and 
II e tP(ro) I/ < M for t 3 0. 
In particular, we conclude that an example such as (2) is impossible for 
first-order systems. If 
is well-posed, so are the problems 
2 = 2 G,(q) & , 3 
and the addition of G,(x,) u makes no difference. 
Lax [2] and Mizohata [3] have studied (5) under the weaker hypothesis 
that, assuming C” coefficients, it is well-posed in the Cm topology (of uniform 
convergence of each derivative on each compact set). This hypothesis leads 
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to a correspondingly weaker necessary condition on the real linear combina- 
tions C wiG,(x,): they require only real eigenvalues, while Theorem 1 
further requires diagonalizability uniformly in x,, and w. (See also the remarks 
in Hormander’s first paragraph [4, Chapter IX] on Cauchy problems with 
variable coefficients.) 
Theorem 1 has a counterpart for explicit difference operators, which we 
shall also formulate and prove. In both cases, the necessary condition that 
we establish can be verified by Fourier analysis, with the aid of Kreiss’ 
matrix theorems [I, 51. 
There is a further class of problems amenable to Fourier transformation, 
namely those with purely time-dependent coefficients; the simplest such 
system is 
; = G(t) ; . (6) 
The standard sufficient condition for (6) to be well-posed is that there exist 
matrices S(t) such that 
(a) S-l(t) G(t) S(t) = D(t), a real diagonal matrix 
(j3) S and S-l are bounded and piecewise Lipschitz continuous. 
In Section 4, we construct two examples in which G is a real Cm function, 
vanishing outside [0, 11, of the form 
g(t) I g(t) I G(t) = ( 0 0 ) 
As we shall verify, (a) and (p) hold with one exception: where g changes 
sign, as it will infinitely often in the examples, S must be discontinuous. Our 
first example is well-posed; therefore the smoothness hypothesis on S is not 
a necessary condition. The second example is ill-posed, so that without the 
smoothness hypothesis, (a) and (/3) are insufficient to produce a well-posed 
problem, even for smooth G. In short, although (6) looks trivial in L, after 
Fourier transformation, there appears to be no useful necessary and sufficient 
condition on G for it to be well-posed. No doubt this verdict is not new, but 
we hope the examples contributed here are nearly as simple and conclusive 
as possible. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1. We are given 11 etL 11 < Mf+. Writing Z = L - aI, 
a change which does not affect the principal part, we have ]I eti jl < M. 
According to Hille-Phillips [I], this is equivalent to the same bound on the 
powers of the resolvent: 
II (I- Y&” II < M, for Y>O and 12 = 0, 1, a*. . (7) 
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Suppose this inequality fails to hold for some principal part P(x,,), so that 
for some I’ and N, 
M < II (I - rP(X,))-N I/ < co. (8) 
To reach a contradiction, take Fourier transforms; there exist a d-vector 52 
and an s-vector V such that 
/I (I - I' c G,(x,,)PQ)~ V(( < 9, (9) 
lal=?n 
using the 8s norm and the convention .P = Q;l ... ~22. If we set 
then because these G, are continuous, 
for x in some sphere S about x,, . Let p be a non-null scalar C” function 
supported on S, and let B be a C” matrix function close to C on S. Set 
Now we define 
S = sup I/ C(X) - B(x) II 
XES 
f,(x) = VP(X) exp (i ($,“” Q . x) . 
With this exponential factor, y disappears from exactly those terms of yef, 
in which the exponential is differentiated the full m times. The same is true 
if we apply ye. to Bk-‘fy , for any positive integer k, which is the basic com- 
putation of the proof: 
(I - yz) B"-'f, = CB"-'f, + O(yllm) 
= B”f, + O(Q + O(P’? 
as y - 0. By using (7) this implies II 
(I - yz)-l B"f, = B"-'f, + O(6) + O(yllm). 
Applying (7) and (13) repeatedly, we get 
(I - $-" BNfY = (I - rE)'-N BN-yy + O(6) + O(yl'") 
= . . . 
= f, + O@) + W'"). 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
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Therefore in fact 
(I - yL)-” Pf, = f, + O(6) + O(py. (15) 
If we now take B very close to C, so that 6 is small, and then take y small, we 
have 
II (1 - d-” II > M (16) 
which contradicts (7), and completes the proof. 
3. The analogous result for explicit difference operators is considerably 
simpler. Let 
where h is scalar, and the matrix coefficients cj are nonzero for only finitely 
many indices j = (ji , ..*, jd). Then we consider the family of difference 
equations 
U(t + k, k) =L,U(t, k), 
in which k = k(h) - 0 as h --f 0. 
U(O, k) = U,, , (18) 
Our earlier assumptions on the coefficients G, of L correspond here to 
the following hypothesis: each coefficient cj converges as h - 0, uniformly 
for x on a compact set, to a continuous function cj(x, 0). In analogy with the 
example (2), Kreiss has shown [I] that (18) may be stable while 
U(x, t + k, k) = zcI(xO, h) U(x + jh, t, k) 
is not. Therefore we turn again to the principal part of L, , defined by 
THEOREM 2. Suppose (18) is stable over L, , so that for some constants M, 
cz, and h, , 11 L,” Ij < Mennkch) forn>OandO<h<h,. Thenforanyx,, 
II f’~%,> I/ < M.for n > 0. 
Proof. The difference operator & = e--nk(h)Lh has the same principal 
part P,, , and satisfies 11 Lhn /j < M. Suppose the conclusion of Theorem 2 is 
false at some point x0 . Taking Fourier transforms, there exist N, 52, and V 
such that 
By setting C(X) = C c~(x, 0) eij’o, it follows by continuity that 
II C”@> F’ II > M II v II (21) 
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for x in some sphere S about x0 Let p be a continuous function, not identic- 
ally zero, supported on S, and let 
Then we have 
(2, fh) (x) = z e-ok cj(x, h) Vp(x -+ jh) exp (& ’ -1 (22) 
Uh = Cftl + Q(h)9 (23) 
where c,(h) vanishes for x outside some fixed compact set, and )/ E~ IJ + 0 as 
A -+ 0. By applying E, again, 
(&A%) (X) c 2 e-“’ Cj(Xy A) [C(X + jh)j$(X + jh) + Ei(X + jh, h)] 
Jwh = Pfh i- %(h), /(E~)I-+O as h-+0. 
Ultimately we have 
(24) 
(25) 
I/ cN )J--+O as h-0. (26) 
Taking h small and using (21), we would have /I2,N )J > M; therefore it 
must be that /J Phn(xO) 1) < M for all n and x0 . 
The argument clearly extends to time-dependent coefficients cj(x, t, h); 
for simplicity we leave them alone. 
It follows immediately from Theorem 2 that von Neumann’s criterion- 
the eigenvalues J&(X, W) of the amplification matrix c c$(x, 0) e+ should 
satisfy ( X ( < l-remains a necessary condition for stability. In fact, this 
criterion is necessary for what has elsewhere been called weak stability; for 
first-order systems it is the counterpart of the requirement that C wjGj(Xo) 
have real eigenvalues. 
4. To carry through the examples promised in the introduction, we 
observe that 
Therefore 
(27) 
is diagonalizable uniformly in t, although its eigenvectors are discontinuous 
wherever g changes sign. 
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We construct g by starting with some C” function y which is positive on 
O<x<landzeroelsewhere,withJy= l.Let’1’,~=klK+l,k=O,l;.., 
= 0, x<o and x 2 1. 
It is not hard to see that g and j g 1 are infinitely differentiable at x = 1 (the 
only point in doubt) if and only if /z%,~ - 0 as k - co for all n. We also 
observe that 
s T~+I g = (yk ’ and set Tz+
Taking Fourier transforms in (6), we obtain 
- = iwG(t) ti(w, t), 
at 
qw, 0) = ii”(W). (28) 
For a given w, let zi(w, t) = (y(t), z(t)), with initial value z&(w) = (ys , z,,). 
Then 
Y 
0 i 
hdt) LJ I g(t) I Y = 
Xt 0 jo 0 z 
(29) 
and obviously z(t) = a+, for all t. Setting 
F(t) = exp (- in /I g) , 
suppose that (- l)k 01~ > 0. Then for Tk < t < Tk+l , 
r(t) = Yo + $y [(- I)“(1 -F(t)) + 2 -$-- I)j(F(T,) - l)] . (30) 
In order to make the problem well-posed, we shall achieve that pzlc = &+a , 
k = 0, 1, ... . It follows that F(T,,) = F( Tzk+J, and the coefficient (- l)j 
cancels these terms from the sum in (30). There is left only the term with 
j = 1, and at most two terms at the upper end of the sum. By using 1 F 1 = 1, 
a crude estimate gives bounds independent of w 
IYW GIYOI f14l~oI, I z(t) I = I zo I 
il f4w, t) II < 15 II fro(w) II. (31) 
By Parseval’s equality, 11 u(t) I/ < 15 11 u. I/ . Similarly, one can establish 
11 u(ta) /I < C /I u(tJ j/ for a suitable C, and 0 < t, < t, . 
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Thus the problem is well-posed if p,, = /3sk+s . For this we choose 
a4y4k = 2-k, 
Obviously, 
and 
Or4k+l = - 2 * 2-k, a&,, = 2-k, a4k+3 - - _ $. 2-k 
knak -j 0, ff4k + %k+l + OL4k+2 = 0, 
a4k+Z + c14k+3 + OL4k+4 = 0. 
In the second example, we want 1 y / to be large, and therefore the sum in 
(30) must be large. If we keep ask + aZkfl = 0, then ,6sk = 0, and none 
of the terms with j even contribute to the sum.. Next we require that 
&o T 012 > ***9 be linearly independent over the rationals, while decreasing 
quickly enough to make k”ol, + 0. Then by Kronecker’s theorem, given 
E > 0 and K, there are integers nk and an D such that 
tQ%,k+(2nk+1)TI <% O<k<K-1. 
Thus for w = Q, we have 
(- 1)2k+1 (F( T2k+l) - 1) = 1 - e+oaa* = 2 + O(E). 
Consequently the sum in (30) can be made as near 2K as we wish, by a 
suitable choice of w and t. Since K was arbitrary, there is no inequality 
11 G(t) 11 < constant Ij ti, (/ valid for all zi, and 0 < t < 1. We conclude that (6) 
can be improperly posed over L, even for uniformly diagonalizable G(t) E Cow. 
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